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FREE COLOUR RECIPE 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION 

Please remember that my recipes are my intellectual property.  This recipe although free should not be distributed instead I ask 

that you share my blog link to the recipe on your favourite platform for others to check out. 

Polymer Clay Brands 

For all of my recipes I use the five FIMO True professional colours 

 True Red 

 True Blue 

 True Green 

 True Yellow 

 True Magenta  

 Black and White  

 

The brand of clay you use is a personal choice but for me Fimo professional is my favourite as it works well for creating canes 

and my own jewellery pieces. 

Of course you can use the primary colours from other brands but please be aware there can be a difference in the final colour you 

are creating, but don’t let this stop you! Experiment and add to your colour collection for variety. 

Tools and equipment 

I like to use the large round Kemper Cutters to create my mixes.  This allows me to create parts of up to 1/16 for my colour 

recipes.   When I am working on larger projects I will use a larger round cutter to increase my stock of the required colour 
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How to read this recipe 
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 What is a part? 

A part is a block of clay cut into equal portions or the use of a cutter equal to 1 Part. 

 

Using a large round cutter allows me to work with anything from 1 part to the smallest size of 1/16 of a part. 

 Why 1/16 of a part 

1/16 of a part is often used to shift your colour mix, more often with black to create a muted hue. 

 What is a Base Colour 

On some recipes you will find what is called a base colour, this is occasionally created because we are using the primary True 

Professional colours. 

Once you have created your base you will then build on this colour to create your final colour mix. 

An added bonus is your base colours can also be used for other recipes or your own creations. 

 

1 part White 

2 parts Yellow 

1/4 part Blue 

1/16 part black 

 


